
 

Year 1 Autumn Term Curriculum Web 2020  

 

Religious Education 

Celebrations in different 

Religions (Christianity, Judaism and Islam) 

Baptism and naming ceremonies and 

weddings 

The Christmas story 

Tudor time religions:  

Catholic and Protestant religions 

Art 

To develop a wide range of art and design techniques using 

colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space. 

Investigating colour mixing and create a Tudor self-portrait.  

Tudor houses. 

Make Tudor houses/castles and ships to recreate a Tudor 

street.  

 

DT 
Look at Tudor foods and make a healthy fruit skewer for the 

Tudors.  

Look at the design and make a functioning model of Tudor 

buildings and ships.  Choose materials and equipment to 

match them to task.  Evaluate designs and their structures. 

Reflect on their projects.   
 

Music 
Recognising different sounds 

Exploring instruments 

Using voices 

Controlling pulse and rhythm 

Looking at pitch, dynamics, timbre and tempo 

Look at Tudor style music and instruments – create Tudor 

style music.  

 

Computing 

Using technology to create, organise, store, manipulate 

and retrieve digital information. 

Create and debug simple programs.  

Use iPads and computers to research our topic.  

Computer safety  

Mathematics                                      

Power Maths 

Numbers to 10  

Part-whole within 10  

Addition and Subtraction within 10  

2D and 3D shapes  

Numbers to 20  

                                      

Geography 
To name, locate and identify characteristics of the four 

countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom and 

its surrounding seas.  

To identify weather patterns in the United Kingdom 

Looking at where the Tudors reigned in the UK.  
 
 

Physical Education   

Dance – aesthetic movement, moving the 

body with control. Tudor dancing 

PE – functional movement, running, hopping, 

jumping, controlled movements and 

balancing (flight and landing). 

 Manipulative skills – catching and throwing.  

 

English 

Labels and captions 

Information texts about The Tudors 

Reading Georges Marvellous Medicine and 

creating a poem linked to the book.  

Book review.  

Poetry, pattern and rhyme 

Grammar rules  

Phonics based on Letters and Sounds 

Spelling Common Exception Words 

Word reading and comprehension 

Narratives  

Traditional stories and fairy tales  
 

Science 
Materials – Begin to look at describe different types of 

materials.  Think about what materials are used to build a ship 

and why.   

Tudors and their love of sugar! Perform a sugar experiment. 

Perform experiments and make predictions.  

Observe and record results confidently asking questions.  
 
 

PSHE  
The risks of eating too much sugar 

How to look after our teeth 

Keeping healthy  

All about feelings  

 

 

 

History    
Events beyond living memory and changes within living 

memory 

- Looking at Tudor people and how they lived.  

- Researching Tudor life 

- Who reigned in the Tudor times?  

- The Great Fire of London  

- Tudor Medicines  

 

Daily Phonics PowerPoint  

 
Daily handwriting   

 

Daily CEW spellings 

Daily 15 minutes of exercise minimum 

 

The Tudors 
 

 


